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Section – A (20*1=20) 
Answer all questions. 

1. _________ mobility refers to a user who has access to the same or 
similar telecommunication services at different places. 
a)Device b)User  c)Radio  d)Global 
 

2. _________ layer is used in the reference model to establish an 
end-to-end connection. 
a)Physical  b)Data Link  c)Transport  d)Network 
 

3. ISDN stands for __________. 
a)Internet Services Digital Node   
b) Internal Services Digital Node  
c) Integrated Services Digital Network  
d) Integral Services Digital Network 
 

4. ________ stores all device identifications registered for network. 
a)EIR   b)VLR   c)HLR  d)OMC 
 

5. Android is developed by _________ 
a)Apple   b)Google  c)Microsoft  d)Android Inc 
 

6. Android is based on ___________ kernel. 
a)Linux   b)Windows   c)Mac   d)Redhat 
 

7. In which directory XML layout files are stored 
a)/asset  b)/src    c)/res/values   d)/res/layouts 
 
 

 
8. Which programming language is used in Android application 

development______. 
a)PHP    b)NodeJs  c)Java  d)Jsx 
 

9. Which file specifies the minimum required Android SDK version your 
application supports? 
a)main.xml     b)R,java   
c)strings.xml    d)AndroidManifest.xml 
 

10. What is the use of content provider in android? 
a)To send the data from an application to another 
application  
b)To store the data in a database 
c) To share the data between applications  
d) None of the above 
 

11. In android studio, callback that is called when activity interaction with 
user is started is______. 
a)onStart()  b)onStop() c)onResume()  d)onDestroy() 
 

12. A part of Android studio that works as simulator for android 
devices is called_______. 
a)Driver   b)Emulator  c)Stub   d)Firmware 
 

13. Android component that controls external elements of a file is 
called_______. 
a)intent  b)resource  c)view   d)manifest 
 

14. A layout that arranges it children into rows and 
columns________. 
a)Linera   b)absoulte   c)Frame  d)table. 
 
 



 
 
 

15. A type of service provided by android that controls application 
lifespan and activity pile is. 
a)Activity Manager     b)View System   
c)Notifications Manager      d)Content Providers 
 

16. The most common input type is free-form text known as 
________ widget. 
a)minLines b)EditText c)gravity d)DatePicker 
 

17. The _________ allows user to select a time during the day they 
like to reminded of the task at hand. 
a)TimePickerDialog  b)DatePickerDialog 
c)showDatePicker  d)showTimePicker 
 

18. The ________ class is not used in the Task Reminder application. 
a)AlertDialog.Reminder b) AlertDialog.Builder  
c) AlertBuild.Reminder d) AlertBuild.Dialog 
 

19. Android supports the full use of __________ databases. 
a)SQL  b)SQLight c)SQLite d)MySQL 
 

20. To request permissions, we need to add ________ file to the 
project. 
a)AndroidManifest.xml  b) Android.xml 
c) AndroidManifest.xlm  d) Android.xlm 

 
Section – B (5*5=25) 

Answer all questions. 
21.a. Write a short note on a Simplified Reference Model.          ( or) 

     b. What are the basic reasons for a handover? 

22.a.Write notes on Android Hardware tools and its functionalities.  (or) 

     b. Write notes Android Frameworks. 

23.a.Discuss about the different layouts in Android.                  (or) 

     b. Write the steps to add images to your layout. 

24.a.What are the resources available in Android.                      (or) 

     b. Explain the different types of Log messages in Android 

25.a. Write a short note on validating Input in Android.            (or) 

     b. What are the various locations to persist the data in Android? 

 

Section – B (3*10=30) 

Answer any 3 questions. 

26.Explain in detail about different types of Multiplexing. 

27.List the advantages of Android. 

28.Write a program in Android for simple calculator. 

29.Explain Activity life cycle in Android. 

30.What are the types of dialog boxes available in an Android system?  

     Give the steps to determine which dialog box to use. 
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